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Difficulties in the Passagefrom Secondary to Tertiary EducationMiguel de Guzm�an, Bernard R. Hodgson,Aline Robert and Vinicio VillaniAbstract. For an important part of those students who take math-ematics courses at the tertiary level, the transition from secondary totertiary education presents major di�culties. This is true whether thestudents are specializing in mathematics or are registered in a programfor which mathematics is a service subject. The purpose of this paper isto identify some relevant di�culties related to this passage and to exam-ine possible causes. Such a study can be done from a broad spectrum ofperspectives which will be commented briey: epistemological and cogni-tive, sociological and cultural, didactical. We also consider actions whichcould help to improve the situation.1991 Mathematics Subject Classi�cation: 00Keywords and Phrases: Mathematics education, tertiary education,secondary-tertiary transition, teaching and learning contexts.The passage from secondary to tertiary mathematics education is determined byprocedures varying considerably from one country to the other, and even withinone country, from one institution to another. But whatever the context, thistransition often presents major di�culties for an important part of those studentswho take mathematics courses at the tertiary level. This is true whether thestudents being considered are specializing in mathematics or are registered in aprogram for which mathematics is a service subject.The problem of the transition to the post-secondary level in by no meansa new issue in mathematics education. For instance, the very �rst volume inthe Unesco series New Trends in Mathematics Teaching includes a report from aconference devoted to this problem (see [18]). This same topic was also discussedin various settings at ICME congresses | see for instance the paper by Cross [5]presented at ICME-4, as well as the report [13] of Action Group 5 at ICME-6.But still today the secondary{tertiary transition can be seen as a major stumblingblock in the teaching of mathematics.This paper, prepared in connection with a round-table discussion at ICM'98,is concerned with various groups of students taking mathematics courses at theuniversity level: students of science (vg, mathematics, physics, chemistry), en-gineering, economics, preservice secondary school teacher education, etc. AfterDocumenta Mathematica � Extra Volume ICM 1998 � III � 747{762



748 Guzm�an, Hodgson, Robert and Villanipresenting an overview of the respective points of view of the student and of theteacher on the passage from secondary to tertiary education in mathematics, weshall consider three di�erent types of di�culties then encountered by students:epistemological/cognitive; sociological/cultural; didactical. We conclude the pa-per with some possible actions, both from an institutional and from a pedagogicalperspective, which could help to improve the conditions under which the transitiontakes place.1 The point of view of the studentIn order to better assess the perception that students may have of the transitionfrom secondary to tertiary mathematics, a questionnaire was recently given tovarious �rst-year groups in our respective universities, asking students for theiropinion about three possible types of sources for the di�culties they might haveencountered with university mathematics: (i) di�culties linked to the way teacherspresent mathematics at the university level and to the organization of the class-room; (ii) di�culties coming from changes in the mathematical ways of thinkingat the higher level; and (iii) di�culties arising from the lack of appropriate toolsto learn mathematics. Students were asked to express their degree of agreementwith various statements on a �ve-item Likert scale (from 1/total disagreement/ to5/total agreement/, 3 being a neutral point). Here are some of the outcomes ofthis informal survey.First, it should be stressed that the perception of students can vary consid-erably according to the type of mathematics they are taking and the program ofstudy to which they belong. This is the case for instance for the results obtainedat Universit�e Laval when students were asked for their overall perception of howthey went themselves through the secondary-tertiary transition. From a cohortof 250 students, 91 (36%) were in partial or total agreement (items 4 and 5 onthe Likert scale) with the statement \Transition to university mathematics wasdi�cult for me", while 127 (51%) expressed disagreement (items 1 and 2 on theLikert scale). However if the results are considered according to the program ofstudy of the students, the picture gets quite diversi�ed. In the following table, wecompare three di�erent groups of students from Universit�e Laval, namely1� Group I: students specializing in mathematics (�rst-year and �nal-year);� Group II: preservice secondary school mathematics teachers (�rst-year);� Group III: engineering students (�rst-year).1 It should be noted that transition to university education in Qu�ebec typically happens asstudents are age 19, after a two-year intermediate level following secondary school (the so-called\c�egep" level). Students entering university are divided into groups, already in their �rst year,according to their speci�c domain (mathematics, physics, engineering, etc.).Documenta Mathematica � Extra Volume ICM 1998 � III � 747{762



Passage from Secondary to Tertiary Education 749\Transition to university mathematicswas di�cult for me."Likertscale Group I Group II Group III Totals1 7 (12%) 3 (4%) 35 (30%) 45 (18%)2 17 (28%) 19 (26%) 46 (39%) 82 (33%)3 14 (23%) 5 (7%) 11 (9%) 30 (12%)4 17 (28%) 37 (51%) 15 (13%) 69 (28%)5 5 (8%) 8 (11%) 9 (8%) 22 (9%)no reply 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 (2%) 2 (1%)Totals 60 (100%) 72 (100%) 118 (100%) 250 (100%)One notes that 22 out of 60 mathematics students (37%) agree that the transitionwas di�cult for them (items 4 and 5 on the Likert scale), as opposed to 45 out of72 (63%) for the preservice teachers and only 24 out of 118 (20%) in the case ofengineering students. Analogous di�erences can be seen when considering otheritems of the scale.The three groups often reacted also quite di�erently to more targeted ques-tions. For instance,� more than 85% of the students of mathematics and 75% of the preservicesecondary school teachers from Universit�e Laval see assessment at the uni-versity level as bearing upon more abstract mathematics than previously(the replies from these two cohorts give a mean of 4,2 on a scale of 5), asopposed to only 38% of the engineering students (mean of 3,0);� similarly, more than 55% of the non-engineers see the mathematics problemsthey have to solve at the university level as substantially more di�cult thanat the secondary level (mean of 3,5), which is the case for only 28% of theengineering students (mean of 2,7).In fact, a clear outcome of the data from Universit�e Laval is that the transition touniversity mathematics appears much smoother for engineering students than forpreservice secondary school teachers or for students of the mathematics program.(The same questionnaire was used with �rst-year and �nal-year students of theundergraduate mathematics program; although the answers were not identical, thevariations observed appear far less signi�cant than when comparing with futureengineers or secondary school teachers.)The questionnaire was used in France (Universit�e de Versailles and Universit�ede Montpellier) but gave rise to a somewhat di�erent response from the students:much less diversity was observed in the patterns of answers than at Universit�eLaval. Possibly this results from the fact that the French education system attractsa majority of the best students in special classes (\classes pr�eparatoires") leading tothe \grandes �ecoles", so that university-bound students form a rather homogeneousgroup. It is interesting to note that, from a cohort of 190 university students in the�rst year of a scienti�c program, more than 70% are in partial or total agreementwith the following statements:Documenta Mathematica � Extra Volume ICM 1998 � III � 747{762



750 Guzm�an, Hodgson, Robert and Villani� I am not used to proofs and abstract developments ;� I would prefer to have a textbook, as in secondary school ;and more than 66% agree with the statements:� it is not always clear what is expected of me regarding what is seen in theclassroom;� we are not indicated what is essential and what is accessory ;� teachers are too abstract, they don't care to present concrete examples ;and, more surprisingly,� there is not enough time spent in the classroom.Two groups of students from the Universidad Complutense de Madrid weregiven the questionnaire, namely some 70 students from the �rst three years atthe Facultad de Matem�aticas and 100 �rst-year and �fth-year students from theFacultad de Ciencias Econ�omicas. The answers collected are quite similar to thosefrom France, the statements receiving a degree of agreement greater than 3,5 onthe Likert scale being those which deal with such aspects as: the high level ofabstraction, the use of proofs in the mathematical development, the lecturingstyle (the fast pace, the ignorance of where it is heading), the abstract nature ofpart of what is being assessed on exams, the need for textbooks.The questionnaire invited students to write comments on their own. Needlessto say, the spectrum of opinions expressed is extremely wide, but it is interestingto consider a few comments made spontaneously by students of Universit�e Laval.Some are quite severe on the university teachers:� Many university teachers do not care whether we understand or not whatthey are teaching us.� A majority of teachers do not understand that we do not understand.� It is hard for them to make us understand what is evident for them.� Passing from secondary school to university mathematics was not as hardas I was told. But what makes it somewhat hard are the changes in theteachers: many of them are not at all suited for teaching. Here, we haveteachers who are topnotch mathematicians. But their pedagogical skills willnever outmatch those of my high school teachers.Other comments have to do with the background of the students or the autonomyexpected of them:� It seems that I am lacking a lot of prerequisites. It is as if I should know100% of my high school maths.� In high school, I never learned to do proofs, and now it seems to be taken forgranted that we know how to do proofs.Documenta Mathematica � Extra Volume ICM 1998 � III � 747{762



Passage from Secondary to Tertiary Education 751� My answers to these questions would vary considerably according to thecourses and the instructors. But a general trend is that courses includemany many topics which are covered very quickly, so that we need to work alot on our own outside the classroom.But quite a few students did express a positive opinion about their encounter withuniversity mathematics, reecting the fact that the transition gives no or littleproblems to a number of students:� I appreciate much more university math, because we try to understand wherethe results we are using, and were using in high school, come from.� Going from high school to university did not raise special problems for me,as the level of di�culty of high school math prepared us well for that.2 Perceptions of the university teacherWhen seen from the point of view of the university teacher, the transition fromsecondary to tertiary mathematics is considered to be problematic for a majorityof students. Such is the observation we have made from an informal survey of asmall number of teachers regularly involved in the teaching of �rst-year universitymathematics. We think that this survey, however limited, still provides us with agood idea of the perceptions of a lot of our university colleagues.Those involved in the teaching of �rst-year university mathematics are oftenrather dissatis�ed with the weaknesses they perceive in their students. Many havethe feeling that students are not interested in the mathematics itself covered in acourse, but only in succeeding at the exams | this might be especially the casein contexts where mathematics is used as a sieve for accessing to other profes-sional �elds, for instance for admission to the medicine or law school. Universityteachers deplore the lack of prerequisite knowledge which makes the beginning atthe tertiary level painful and di�cult for many of their students; even the con-tents indicated in the secondary syllabi (where there is such a thing common tosecondary school students) cannot be taken as understood and mastered. Theyalso deplore the learning style of students, many of whom have concentrated inthe past on the acquisition of computational skills (often, it must be said, so tomeet the requirements of university entrance examinations). They lament overthe thinking and working habits of their students in mathematics, their lack oforganization and of mathematical rigour, as well as their di�culty in acquiringand consolidating knowledge through personal work.Acquisition of a certain level of autonomy in learning is often seen by uni-versity teachers as the main stumbling block in the secondary-tertiary passage.Zucker [27] has expressed as follows the idea that signi�cant individual activityoutside the mathematics class becomes an absolute necessity when moving to thehigher level: \The fundamental problem is that most of our current high schoolgraduates don't know how to learn or even what it means to learn (a fortiori tounderstand) something. In e�ect, they graduate high school feeling that learningmust come down to them from their teachers. [. . . ] That the students must alsoDocumenta Mathematica � Extra Volume ICM 1998 � III � 747{762



752 Guzm�an, Hodgson, Robert and Villanilearn on their own, outside the classroom, is the main feature that distinguishescollege from high school."3 Types of difficulties in the secondary-tertiary transitionThe nature of the di�culties related to the passage from secondary to post-secondary mathematics and the reasons for their occurrences can be seen froma broad spectrum of perspectives.3.1 Epistemological and cognitive difficultiesAs shown by many research works, an important conceptual leap takes place, withrespect to the mathematical contents taught and asked practices, when passingfrom the secondary to the tertiary level. This transition corresponds to a signi�-cant shift in the kind of mathematics to be mastered by students: the mathematicsis di�erent not only because the topics are di�erent, but more to the point becauseof an increased depth, both with respect to the technical abilities needed to ma-nipulate the new objects and to the conceptual understanding underlying them.This shift has sometimes been described as corresponding to a move from elemen-tary to advanced mathematical thinking (see Tall [23]) : secondary school studentsoften succeed in mathematics by relying on their ability to perform algorithmsand in spite of a lack of a real understanding of the mathematical concepts withwhich they are working; they may then experience substantial di�culties, whenmoving to the tertiary level, in being able to participate by themselves in the pro-cess of mathematical thinking, and not merely learn to reproduce mathematicalinformation. In a word, they may have problems in becoming autonomous, math-ematically speaking. Moreover, it is no more possible to limit themselves to putisolated theorems in practice, they need to enter into deeper and richer thoughtprocesses.A word of caution is in order here: in a given course, the needs of the students,as perceived by them, are dictated mainly by the exams. In a context whereassessment is not congruent with the intended level of the course, being in factlower, then it would be totally possible for the students, should this be known tothem, to succeed in the course without entering into more advanced mathematicalthinking. Success in such a context would by no means testify to adequate learning.What we have in mind here is a system where the gap between the level of thecourse and that of assessment is not too important.In many countries, the passage to tertiary mathematics coincide with theintroduction of new abstract notions such as vector spaces or formalized limits.This is a di�cult step because these notions are not in the strict continuity of whatstudents already know (even though vector spaces take their origin in the \spacesof (physical) vectors" R2 or R3). We can speak of these notions as \unifyingand generalizing concepts", in the following sense (see [7]): such concepts unifyand generalize di�erent methods, tools and objects existing previously in a varietyof settings; they are formal concepts which unify the various objects from whichthey have been abstracted. They have not necessarily been created to solve newDocumenta Mathematica � Extra Volume ICM 1998 � III � 747{762



Passage from Secondary to Tertiary Education 753problems, but to make the solution of many problems easier or more similar to eachother. Moreover, these concepts represent a change of perspective which inducesa sophisticated change of level in mental operations.Other concepts are acquiring a di�erent status, when passing from one level ofeducation to another. For instance, the equality of elementary arithmetic becomesin high school algebra a notion of identity. And in analysis equality incorporatesthe complex idea of \local in�nite proximity", i.e., of an arbitrarily good approxi-mation, such as in the expression limx!a f(x) = L. The manipulation of equalitiesin such a context rests in an essential way on inequalities, which fact contributesto the di�culties linked to the passage from algebraic to analytic thinking (seeArtigue [1]).Students entering tertiary education are facing, in the words of Tall [24,p. 495], \a di�cult transition, from a position where concepts have an intuitive ba-sis founded on experience, to one where they are speci�ed by formal de�nitions andtheir properties reconstructed through logical deductions". Consequently proofsacquire a new and important status. They have to be complete and establishedthrough logical deductions from the formal de�nitions and properties. Only el-ementary logic is necessary for overcoming this di�culty, but this is far abovewhat is being asked in secondary mathematics. Moreover, the basic logic one usesin mathematics is di�erent from the ordinary logic of everyday life, just as themathematical language di�ers from the natural language.Even for those students already familiar with proofs, new di�culties mayarise. For instance existence proofs are notoriously di�cult for most students:on the one hand, it is not easy for them to recognize their need, as this type ofsituation is rarely raised in secondary mathematics | when given a problem, highschool students can (almost) always take it for granted that it has a solution; andalso existence questions are di�cult to solve because one often has to imagine acertain mathematical object | an analysis-synthesis approach can be useful here,but is not always easy to implement. Su�ciency arguments are generally di�cultbecause there is often a choice to be made. Sometimes, a proof requires not onlyto apply directly a theorem in a particular case, but also to adapt or even totransform a theorem before recognizing and/or using it. In other occasions, aproof involves a multi-stage process. For instance one often encounters situationsin analysis where in order to �nd a limit, a given expression (vg, a sum or anintegral) must be \broken" into two parts to be treated separately by di�erentmethods; a strong qualitative intuition is essential for one to succeed in such anapproach.Research shows that when facing a new complex mathematical task or notionfor which intuition may not be su�cient to represent the situation, some studentsreact by introducing simplistic procedures, like trying to reduce everything toalgorithms, or by developing for themselves simplistic models | such is the casefor instance with the notion of limit, as observed by Robert [19]. Other students'errors are more linked to the mathematical domain involved. For example, manydi�culties encountered by students in analysis have to do with the structure of R,especially the order relation. In algebra, students do not realize all the consequenceof structures in terms of the constraints thus being introduced, because structuresDocumenta Mathematica � Extra Volume ICM 1998 � III � 747{762



754 Guzm�an, Hodgson, Robert and Villanirefer to a new idea. For instance, they are surprised (and even bewildered) by theproof | and even more by the need of a proof | of the fact that in a group thereexists only one identity element, which is at the same time the only \left" andthe only \right" identity element; or by the fact that there is only one group withthree elements. This latter example indicates that students are often unaware ofthe impact of a given de�nition on the \degree of freedom" of the elements: in agroup with three elements, there is simply no room for freedom!The above comments deal with epistemological and cognitive di�cultieswhich, in a certain way, are \intrinsic" to mathematics, since they concern thechange in the type of mathematics to be mastered by students as they move totertiary education. We would now like to consider some \extrinsic" di�culties.One such di�culty has to do with the students themselves: there is a substan-tial heterogeneity in the mathematical background of students entering universityeducation. Some students are fully ready for the transition to the tertiary level,but others are not. And university teachers often do not care to make sure, at theentrance to university, that each one of them masters the basic notions and skillsrequired for an understanding of their course.Other di�culties concern more directly the university teachers; for instance,the expectations they might have regarding their students: many university teach-ers develop a distorted image of students and tend to identify their \average" stu-dent with an ideal student who has successfully attended a highly scienti�c trackin one of the best secondary schools. But in an actual class this kind of studentmay be only a very small minority, or even not exist at all. Teachers must also besensitive to the importance of making explicit to the students what exactly theyare doing and learning, and where they are heading. In other words, they mustprovide students with identi�able goals, not expecting such insights to emergenaturally by themselves.Another di�culty concerning university teachers is that they expect studentsto develop from the beginning an active attitude toward \doing mathematics".But students are often not prepared for this kind of work. The situation is vividlydocumented in an inquiry which involved several classes of Italian �rst-year uni-versity students enrolled in scienti�c faculties [2]. More than one third of thesestudents (who had learned many proofs in elementary geometry during their sec-ondary school years) share the belief that if a proof of some theorem in elementarygeometry has been produced by a secondary school pupil (say in grade 9 or 10), theneven a clever university student is not entitled to check the correctness or the in-correctness of the proposed proof, without the help of books or experts. They believethat the authority of a professional mathematician is needed, since only he knowswhether the proposed argument is true.A last type of cognitive di�culties we would like to consider is linked to anindispensable organization (or reorganization) of knowledge by students. In orderto reach the \advanced mathematical thinking" capacities which are expected ofthem, students must acquire \the ability to distinguish between mathematicalknowledge and meta-mathematical knowledge (e.g. of the correctness, relevance,or elegance of a piece of mathematics)" [21, p. 131], they must come to standback from the computations and to contemplate the relations between concepts.Documenta Mathematica � Extra Volume ICM 1998 � III � 747{762



Passage from Secondary to Tertiary Education 755It is not possible for students, even through extensive personal work, to have metall possible types of problems pertaining to a speci�c topic. They thus need todevelop a global view bringing forth the connections they need to make. Buteven when students expect that they will have to modify their view of certainmathematical objects and establish links between them, they often encounter greatdi�culty in doing so because of a lack of organization of their knowledge. A typicalinstance of such a situation is found in linear algebra. Students may have learnedto solve f(u) = ku using determinants, and also to �nd eigenvalues. But theymay well be unable to recognize these concepts in other situations. For instancethey may directly meet the equation f(w) = qw arising from a certain contextnot immediately linked to eigenvalues; but in order to solve this equation with thetechniques they now know, they need to recognize that the crux of the problemhas to do with eigenvalues. Still more di�cult, after having studied straight linesinvariant under an a�ne application, they must learn to link this problem to theeigenvalues of the associated linear application.3.2 Sociological and cultural difficultiesA second type of di�culties concerns sociological and cultural factors, especiallyas seen from an institutional point of view. There is a great diversity of such di�-culties and local di�erences can be quite important, which makes it very di�cultto present regularities. We limit ourselves here to a few aspects.More often than not the size of groups at the tertiary level can be very large,especially in the �rst year, so that a student is often only one in a crowd. Formany students, this represents a major change with respect to secondary school,as was clearly shown in the answers to our questionnaire mentioned in Section 1.While some students deal quite easily with the new environment, others �nd thatmoving from a \human-size" high school, where most people know each other, tothe anonymity of a large university campus is quite a frightful experience. It isonly in the rare case that the student will be known as an individual to the teacher.Moreover, groups may be re-formed every semester, so that there is often little orno \sense of community" developed in the classroom. As a consequence, it is verydi�cult for students to receive help either from the teacher, who frequently hasvery little time available, or from peer students. And in contexts where studentshave access to teaching assistants, this systems often prove to be rather unreliablefor a variety of reasons (lack of familiarity of the assistant with the content ofthe course, lack of perspective, problems of communication because of a languagebarrier, etc.).Moreover, notwithstanding the size of groups, some students are not comfort-able with the climate which may prevail in the classroom. Here is what Tobiaswrites about science students who do not pursue science study | but this maywell apply to mathematics students: \Some students don't decide to reject scienceper se. They reject the culture of competition that they see as an unavoidableaspect of undergraduate science study. These students don't drop science becausethey fail in the competition. Often they do very well. Rather for them issues of`culture' [. . . ] are as important as the actual subject matter of their studies. TheyDocumenta Mathematica � Extra Volume ICM 1998 � III � 747{762



756 Guzm�an, Hodgson, Robert and Villanivalue such qualities as love for one's subject and intrinsic motivation in one's work,and want these qualities to be part of their academic e�orts. They see the cultureof college science study, in contrast, as emphasizing extrinsic rewards like gettinggood grades, and objective goals like getting into graduate or medical school." [25,p. 74] In such a competitive atmosphere, the attention of students concentrates onsuccess at the exams, and not on learning.In many countries, the democratization of teaching has had as a consequencethat many weak students are getting access to university. For such students, theirrelation to knowledge is often not up to what is being expected of them: they meetdi�culties in reaching the required level of abstraction and they con�ne themselvesin mere actions and applications of recipes, unaware of the conceptual shift theymust accomplish. As a result of this fragility, these students are in a great needof a highly personalized relationship with their instructor, which would allow forthe numerous explanations they require. But the current structure of universitymakes almost impossible such a contact.A frequent di�culty with students taking mathematics as a service subject istheir underestimation of the role of mathematics with respect to their future career(we do not have in mind here the screening role sometimes forced upon mathemat-ics in certain �elds). Many students will have chosen a �eld of specialization inuniversity in which they were not expecting to have to study mathematics. Theywill often be at a loss to relate their calculus or linear algebra course to their fore-seen profession. The instructor needs to address this issue and convince studentsof the importance of mathematics for their career.A �nal cultural di�culty we would like to mention concerns the general con-ception of the task of teachers at the university level. The lack of pedagogicalawareness of some teachers may stem from the fact that they \are expected toconduct research, and thus their motivation and commitment to teaching maynot be as strong as that of secondary school teachers, whose sole responsibility isteaching." [9, p. 676] Moreover university teachers, in most cases, have receivedtheir professional training as if their only occupation in mathematics is research.Consequently, they have to develop by themselves the pedagogical and communi-cation capabilities they need with their students | and this is an arduous task!The professional reward system in university mathematics is almost universallyfocused on success in research, and not in pedagogy. The situation is surely muchless dramatic in \teaching-oriented" than in \research-oriented" universities, butstill this can be seen as a major impediment to the pedagogical dedication ofuniversity teachers on a large scale.3.3 Didactical difficultiesIn this Section we ask ourselves to what point the style of teaching and the per-formance of teachers, at the university level, might be the cause for di�cultiesexperienced by students. It is quite clear that some of these di�culties arise fromthe way students have been practicing and learning mathematics at the secondarylevel; for instance, many students arriving at university do not know how to takenotes during a lecture, how to read a textbook, how to plan for the study of aDocumenta Mathematica � Extra Volume ICM 1998 � III � 747{762



Passage from Secondary to Tertiary Education 757topic, which questions to ask themselves before they get asked by the teacher. Thesolution is not for university teachers to get closer to the secondary style of teach-ing in this respect, as students would not get prepared to become autonomouslearners. It would take us too far to discuss here how the teaching and learning ofmathematics in the secondary school could be changed to improve the situation;moreover, most of the people taking part in this round-table in one way or anotherare much nearer to university teaching than to teaching at the secondary level.Among the various circumstances related to university teachers that mightcause some problems to their students, we consider the following.� Lack of pedagogical and didactical abilities. \I know the subject and thisis su�cient" is here the customary underlying philosophy. In many places it isa rather common belief among university teachers that all one needs in order toteach mathematics at the university level is to deeply know and understand thesubject. However, the one who teaches well a subject at any level is not necessarilythe one who knows it the most deeply, but the one who achieves that students learnthose ideas and methods they should learn. This requires from the teacher manydi�erent skills (mathematical as well as didactical ones) that are rarely present ina spontaneous form. It is very important for teachers to be aware of their ownpossible de�ciencies and to try to remedy them.� Lack of adequate models. It often happens that the university teacher, espe-cially the young one | who is usually also the one charged with the responsibilityof teaching entering students |, looks at the university professor as an exam-ple to imitate. But much too often this is rather a counterexample showing hownot to teach mathematics. Our university culture has stimulated in many placesmathematicians to disregard, if not to despise, any preoccupation about teaching.� Disregard for the importance of the methodology of the subject. Study andwork in mathematics require a di�erent kind of approach than study of, say, historyor chemistry. Perhaps it belongs to the secondary school teacher to introduce thestudent to the style of work needed in each one of the subjects. But since this isusually not done, this speci�city should be contemplated during the initial yearsat the tertiary level.� Lack of innovative teaching methods. Many teachers tend to con�ne them-selves to \unimaginative teaching methods" [21, p. 129], the style of teaching mostfrequently practiced at the university level being that of a lecture presentation ofpolished mathematics (\the teacher talks and the student takes notes"). It issad that many university teachers have never heard, for instance, of the so-called\Moore method" or possible modi�cations of it (see [4]), or of many other di�erentways to actively engage students, individually or in groups, in the \discovery" andthe development of the subject. Such approaches can give a much more exactmeasure of what each student is able to do and moreover motivate them moreintensely towards the study of mathematics. Finally, it has to be acknowledgedthat while the recent developments in computer hardware and software (vg, sym-bolic and/or graphical software) have led quite a few teachers to rethink, totally orpartially, their approach to various topics in mathematics, a majority of teachershave never considered seriously how these new tools could be used so to fosterstudents participation, inside and outside the classroom.Documenta Mathematica � Extra Volume ICM 1998 � III � 747{762



758 Guzm�an, Hodgson, Robert and Villani� Carelessness in the design of the course. University teachers often pay littleattention to the actual knowledge and preparation of their students and do not careabout the pace which would be at every concrete moment the most adequate forthe majority of the students. They may o�er no clear guidelines about the coursecontent or the exact objectives their students have to meet. Students sometimesmiss well-de�ned material support (vg, a textbook or duplicated lecture notes) onwhich to rely | it seems that any decent support may be better, for the pro�t ofthe student, than the best set of notes the student would have to take hastily inclass, thereby loosing opportunity for active learning. Teachers often o�er littlehelp to students, through frequent examples, exercises or problems, for digestingthe subject and acquiring a concrete idea about the really important concepts andproblems of the subject.� Lack of feedback procedures. In the typical university classroom, there is notmuch interaction which might help the teacher to know, while the course is still inprogress, to what extent what has been \taught" has really been \learned", andwhy it is so. Due to a lack of know-how (or perhaps of interest), it is often only atthe very end of the course that teachers get a picture of their groups, sometimes to�nd out, perhaps by means of some rather unrealistic examination, that almost allof what they thought students had learnt is completely absent from their minds.� Lack of assessment skills. A crucial component of the process of teachingand learning mathematics is to resort to an adequate way of assessing students'work, designed for their bene�t and stimulus. But such an assessment scheme isfar from trivial to implement. It is sad to observe that many university teachersmake no e�ort to familiarize themselves with di�erent ways of evaluating students,while many others perhaps learn such methods just after many years of ad-hocexperimentation. Very seldom are alternate assessment processes used, such asportfolios, oral interviews, discussions, proposals of open-ended questions given inadvance to students so they have the opportunity to think about the problems inan autonomous study, etc. The easiest solution to evaluation, and possibly thepoorest one, is of course the written examination | eventually, for large groups,one which the machine can take care of.4 Possible actions in order to help alleviating these difficultiesWe would like to conclude this paper by listing possible actions which might helpalleviating the di�culties in the passage from secondary to tertiary mathematicseducation. We do not claim that all these actions can actually be implemented,nor that they should have the desired e�ect. Still it is our hope that such a list,however limited and succinct, can foster discussion around the issues raised inthe paper. Some of these actions concern institutional aspects surrounding thetransition, while others deal with pedagogical ones.� Establish a better dialogue between secondary educators and tertiary edu-cators. Such a dialogue can (and must) take place both inside and outside \formalchannels" of communication. An interesting example of such a dialogue on a na-tional level is provided by the interest recently aroused in the USA mathematicalcommunity by the undergoing revision of the so-called \NCTM Standards" (seeDocumenta Mathematica � Extra Volume ICM 1998 � III � 747{762



Passage from Secondary to Tertiary Education 759[10]). A more local example is to be found in [6].� Provide students with orientation activities. This can begin already insecondary school, for example by setting up activities in order to help studentsindividually to choose the track that seems the most appropriate for them, in theperspective of their future university career. In-coming university students shouldbe welcomed with information helping them to better understand the place ofmathematics in their university education. In a given course, an orientation doc-ument can allow to make explicit to the students the expectations of the teacher,for example that students should work right from the very �rst day of classes. Anexample of such a document distributed to students in a �rst-year calculus courseis given in [27, p. 865].� Provide students with individualized help. One possible solution to the factthat teachers of large groups are often totally unable to provide individual supportto students is to create a \Students Help Center" in mathematics. The fact thatthis becomes a highly visible institutionalized activity could make it a little easierto �nd the necessary �nancial support.� Disseminate information about \success stories". A number of institu-tions are renowned for their exceptional pedagogical performance. Such situationsshould be better documented, so to help others to develop the necessary local\culture" (commitment to graduating the students admitted, support provided tostudents, accessibility of professors, etc.) Successful programs in undergraduatemathematics in the USA are presented in [17] and [26].� Change the context of the transition step. For instance, have the secondaryschool courses in the upper grades be delivered at a \higher" and more abstractlevel, so to get closer to the university teaching style. Or, in the opposite direction,make the �rst-year university courses closer to secondary school teaching style, i.e.,delivered at a \lower" and more intuitive level. Or even have both secondary anduniversity courses change drastically in style and content, taking into account, forinstance, the possibilities o�ered by new technologies and the emerging needs ofsociety (see [12] and [15]). Another approach is to create \bridge courses" forspeci�c groups of students, between secondary and tertiary education, in order tohelp them to �ll their gaps with regard to content, methodology and skills. Orstill to introduce selective entrance examination to university, in order to ensurea more homogeneous audience for mathematics classes. A report on the use of adiagnostic placement testing in helping entering university students to choose anappropriate sequence of calculus courses is given in [14].� Create a context propitious to faculty development. Universities have theresponsibility of providing faculty members with a context fostering their generalpedagogical development, and especially their awareness of the di�culties expe-rienced by students. Those interested in changing their teaching practices needsupport, training, team-work, access to forums where pedagogical issues are dis-cussed, etc. It is important that teachers be encouraged to take lots of smallinitiatives that work | eventually the process will lead to a larger result.� Help students use resources. All the information cannot come from theteacher in the classroom. Students must get used to choosing, reading and un-derstanding on their own appropriate mathematical information in various forms:Documenta Mathematica � Extra Volume ICM 1998 � III � 747{762



760 Guzm�an, Hodgson, Robert and Villanitextbooks, library materials, internet, etc.� Change the \culture" of the students. Whether they are specializing inmathematics or taking mathematics as a service subject, students must come toappreciate the mode of thought speci�c to mathematics. They need to learn whypure mathematics is at least as important as applied mathematics, and that manyof the connections between science and mathematics involve theoretical conceptsbetter understood from the point of view of mathematics. They must realize thatmathematics is above all a question of ideas and insight, and not mere techniques| although technical skills do play an important role. Teachers must be awareof the need for students to develop insight; they should not expect that this willcome naturally by itself from the experience of solving quantitative problems.� Change the \culture" of the teachers. Traditional lecturing is just onestyle of teaching | and often not the most appropriate one. Using di�erentways of teaching can help students develop di�erent ways of learning. One canpropose students alternative types of work, like small group discussions; knowledgeunderstood by the best students can be shared with the others, not in order to givethe solutions to problems, but to illustrate what it means to do mathematics. Inaiming at helping students change their perception of mathematics and make thetransition to \advanced mathematical thinking", teachers must realize that \theformalizing and systematizing of the mathematics is the �nal stage of mathematicalthinking, not the total activity". [24, p. 508{509]� Establish a better dialogue between mathematicians and users of mathemat-ics. The case of mathematics taught as a service subject (see [3] and [11]) needsspecial attention. Mathematics should be taught to, say, engineering students bysomeone who has an adequate understanding of the role played by mathematicsin engineering and who can relate mathematics to the interests of the students.Contacts with specialists of the speci�c domain is essential. It was remarked byMurakami [16, p. 1680] that \it is di�cult to see how people of such pro�le mighteasily come out of the present educational establishment in any signi�cant num-bers".� Meta-cognitive actions. Students' success is linked to a great extent totheir capacity of developing \meta-level" skills allowing them, for instance, toself-diagnose their di�culties and to overcome them, to ask proper questions totheir tutors, to optimize their personal resources, to organize their knowledge, tolearn to use it in a better way in various modes and not only at a technical level(see [7], [8], [20], [22]). For this to happen, teachers have to make explicit to thestudents the emergence of new \rules" in mathematics (vg, new concepts) and inlearning (vg, need for organization instead of pure memory). Teachers also have tobuild problems adapted to the various modes of thinking they want the studentsto acquire, and not only present them problems dealing with technical aspects orpreparing for the examination day.� \Less is more." Decrease the quantity of content covered (provided theteacher does have some control over the content of a course), and engage studentsin a deeper and more adequate understanding.Documenta Mathematica � Extra Volume ICM 1998 � III � 747{762
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